15m Telescopic Remote HD Viewing System

The Rovtech Solutions 15m Carbon Fibre Telescopic Remote HD Viewing System has been developed as a versatile remote inspection tool. Deployment can be in both air and water. The console, housed in a rugged water-resistant case and with a simple one touch record/stop facility, removes the need for a keyboard. enabling a single operator to control operations. Recorded footage is stored on a 1Tb HDD and is easily transferred to a USB stick for review or post processing.

Option 1: Single carbon fibre camera (40mm dia)
Option 2: Carbon Fibre Camera and separate dedicated 1200lm Carbon Fibre Light
Option 3: Camera with a 189lm integrated LED ring (54mm dia)

Each option is delivered with 1 x acetal bracket

Benefits

- Lightweight
- Compact
- Reliable
- One Button Record
- Large Data Storage

HD Carbon Fibre Camera

Designed to be a lightweight, cost effective alternative to the standard stainless steel submersible cameras. Full HD (1920x1080p) image gives great detail when reviewing footage.